
INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

Tanzania Earth Bags Project is a collaborative 
research based to functional design build by 
team of Italian Architects to construct two 
classes and one office in the St. Gaspar Training 
and services center.

JJoin us and work with our international and 
local team of partecipants to design and develop 
a prototype kind of classes in the Saint Gaspar 
Training and Services Center in                     
Mtogani-Kunduchi-Dar es Salaam.
TTanzania learn sustainable design concept and 
join the local community to create classes for the 
kindergarten School.  These structure exempli-
fies a modern approach to traditional earth con-
struction. The Classes Will be the first official 
earth structure  building in Reds Architecture 
Studio association, a no profit one, in St Gaspar 
center.

Through the project we hope to encourage the 
sustainable development of kunduchi Region.
This  project will consist of two classes and an 
office that will take the place of an old rusty and 
dangerous container that now serves as a class 
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Above: view of the beach near the site project

Left: view of the 
nearly region of 
Kunduchi, 
Tanzania

Join Us in the design, develpment and  
construction of a prototype earth structu-
re of two classes and one office, in        
Kunduchi - Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania.   
The experience is an opportunity to im-
merse in the local culture, explore sustai-
nable design initiatives and help the 
children of the Community to have a “safe 
way to learn” erasing the dangerous actual 
container where they today study.

The classes will be used as the first buil-
ding to iniziate Reds Architecture Studio 
new classes project site in Tanzania.
It will serve as classes for the kindergarten 
School.
Reds Architecture has had succes in 
Tanzania during the collaboration with 
Nka Foundation, during the realization of 
a new artist village in Tarakea, 
Kilimanjaro region .

The Studio nThe Studio now has the opportunity to 
continue their mission in Tanzania and 
can not wait to start and see the children 
smile in the new classes.

We will begin the project through sitespe-
cific tours of the local architecture and 
talking to the residents to gain awareness 
and knoledge of the local building tradi-
tions.
The design process will then begin to 
evalute and define the design of the 
St.Gaspar herth bags classes by Reds 
Architecture Studio.

Reds Architecture Studio is an 
architectural no profit organization 
founded by the architect Gabriele Rossi, in 
2017. 
He looking He looking forward and wants to start a 
first realization for the future of Tanzania, 
represented by children and then proceed 
to a series of new goals that will lead the 
most disadvantaged and poor to have a 
structure, a space, services, worthy of 
being human and that everyone deserves.
Help us and suppoHelp us and support us, someone needs a 
small gesture that costs little for you.

TANZANIA 
EARTHBAGS
BUILDING PROJECT

www.redsarchitecture.com

Creating a prototype  earthbag structure of classes 
for children of St.Gaspar Vocational and Training 
center, in Kunduchi-Mtogani, suburbs of Dar Es 
Salaam.



Above: St. Gaspar Church 
and “the container class”, 
the future project’s place.

Below: The beach near the 
project area

Left: The Dar Es Salaam’s 
Suburbs
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We will be studyng the potential and 
viability of earth building as a con-
struction technique  to serve the susti-
nable development of the local region. 
The colture has a long history of buil-
ding with the earth and we will learn 
form their knoledge while also presen
ting ways that earth bags building can 
be used for future and modern classes.
As a local and widely available resource 
earth bags construction can serve as a 
natural building technology, for future 
classes without the high cost and nega-
tive impacts of imported concrete and 
orhte foreign constructions methods

As a group we will study a rammed 
earth building techniues as a means to 
build the St. Gaspar earthbags house. 
The construction of the project will 
depend on the succesful gathering of 
local interest and help.

Through the planning process Through the planning process we will 
seek community  in out to ensure an 
appropriate disegn is developed. In the 
construction phase we will work with 
local peolple to create an exchange of 
knowledge ad construction ideas.

www.redsarchitecture.com

Mission Development Foundation is a 
no profit organization, registered and 
incorporated in the government of 
Tanzania, with the main objectives of 
serving and promoting the integral 
human development. As independent 
entity with its management under 
Board oBoard of Directors collaborates with 
individuals, corporate bodies, commu-
nity-based organizations, governmen-
tal and no-governmental organiza-
tions, private services provider as 
well as religious institution to serve 
the humanity to all the individuals 
and societies regardless of their 
religion, colour, tribe or nationality. 
The Foundation is therefore an organ 
to providing the means and coordina-
tion of the socio-economic operation 
within and among the people such as 
health, education, water, community 
based infrastructures, care for the 
need, sustainable economic and 
environmental management, 
peace-making and hospitality.

St. Gaspar Vocational and Trainig 
Center was established at 
Mtongani - Kunduchi in 1985 by the 
Missionaries of the Precious Blood 
Congregation.
The aim of its establishment was to 
assist boys and girls from poor 
families around Mtonfamilies around Mtongani and the 
neighbouring villages to acquire 
technical skills, training mostly those 
who could not pursue secondary 
education. The first courses introdu-
ced were tailoring, carpentry, 
electrical installation and welding.
St. Gaspar Secondary School was 
definitely established in 2010 focu-
sing on the vision of expanding and 
providing a complete and quality 
education, with the assurance for 
higher learning, employment oppor-
tunities and marketability.

St. Gaspar Kindergarten School has 
been annexed at St. Gaspar VTSC 
because of the recognized importan-
ce of investing in early childhood de-
velopment.

Providing young children with a 
complete educational path within an 
encouraging environment means fa-
cilitate the strengthening of their 
later school adjustment and achieve-
ment.
St. Gaspar Kindergarten School has 
been launched on the 2nd of 
FFebruary 2005 and is now serving 
about 105 kids mostly coming from 
Kunduchi Mtongani area; the school 
has special teaching program, taken 
forward by 5 very well trained tea-
chers, which involve English class, 
Kiswahili, mathematics, science and 
sposports. The number of student is 
highly increasing while the tools 
and facilities remain the same. 
Hence still we require innovation 
and improving of our environment 
specially classroom, toilettes and 
sports structures.



www.redsarchitecture.com
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Working sharing and learning with 
the local community throughout the  
design build workshop

Throughout the project we will seek ways 
to engage the local community in our di-
scussions and construction of the project. 
Out Workshop will be an open invitation to 
the local villagers to become involved in the 
sharing experience.
To begin we will speak to people about 
their needs, ideas, and daily life revolving 
around the house. We hope to identify areas 
of difficulty in their lives and search for 
ways that our design work can improve 
their living resources. This collaboration 
will allow us to develop a school classes 
prototype thprototype that fits into the lifestyle of the 
area.
We will present our own ideas, experiences, 
and design and we receive suggestions and 
imput as we prepare for the 
construction.During the construction phase 
of the project, we will be working alongsi-
de craft-

- smen, builders and interested people rom the 
village and the  congregation.
We will learn of their construction methods 
and techniques while also sharing our own 
ideas with them and encouraging sustainable 
design concepts and practices.
Our work shop is a cultuOur work shop is a cultural immesion and     
learning event. The educational opportunity  
is to both learn from the local people and 
share our own knoledge. By being directly   
involved with the people, we can situate our 
project within its context to serve as a fun-
ctional and meaningful prototype in the     
communitcommunity. It’s will be the first earthbag build 
in Tanzania for education. It’s will be the first 
stone for a new hope that will bring Reds     
Architecture Studio to help the poorest vila-
ges in the country

Above: kasirwa project. 

Left Above: 
Community members 
and last projects parti-
cipants from NKA 
Foundation - Kasirwa 
Village
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Left Below: 
The new site project 
and the local child 
students.



MTOGANI-KUNDUCHI
EARTHBAGS CLASSES
DESIGN PROJECT

A unique, modern and sustainably 
designed 
prototype that reflects the local 
colture and identity

Mtogani-Kunduchi Classes Project is
a modern concept og classes, influenced
by traditional Tanzanian and African
construction spirit.
The Classes focuses and creating healty and 
vibrant living spaces by maximizing the
connection to the nconnection to the natural environment and 
utilizing the latest ideas in sustainable 
design research.

The project is a modern interpretation of 
the African mud hut compound dwelling.
The massing of the classes responds to the 
composition of traditional structures by 
breaking apabreaking apart into three smaller separated 
rooms.
These small volumes allow the classes to 
take full advantage of the sunlight, warmth 
and natural environment found in Tanzania.

earthbags project of classes 

Right: 
The exterior
courtyard connects 
the interior to the 
natural world

Above: New Site plan of initial
Earth Bags Classes project in Mtgoni Kundichi Porject
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MTOGANI-KUNDUCHI CLASSES



The units are arranged around a central office, in a 
space like a courtyard that is free and open to the 
rest complex.
The classes transition the area trough three zones:
private street front with basket ground, the          
semipublic living area all around classes for         
children, the semi-private classes building.

Each class has an immediEach class has an immediate connection to nature 
by opening their doors into an exterior courtyard 
and allowing the interior living areas to spill out 
into the site and landscape.
The arrangement of the volumes on the site create 
a natural sense of privacy within the courtyard.
The couThe courtyard becomes a quiet and a funny place 
for children and for family to enjoy. 
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Above: Project area
designed for casses 
with around a 
living courtyard.

Left and belove: 
interir school space 
and office one

Left:
The main class door open
out to the private exterior 
countryard

Above:
The main classes system
design



The design is constructed almost entirely out 
of erthbags. 
The external green effect will be given with 
“climbing vegetation” that will have the fun-
ction of isolation like a natural protection.
The supporting structure is realized by wood 
pillars and wood bems.
Walls are by earthbags and roof will be reali-
zed by wood and natural element like soil, 
stones, vegetation seems like a garden roof.

This initial design will be the starting 
point for develop the building.

Many elements will be modified and      
improved based on group discussions and 
community involvement.
Togheter we will search for ways to 
incincrase the construction efficiency and cul-
tural relevancy to create a new 
prototype for the local community.
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Right: 
Plan of the 
Mtogani-
Kunduchi 
Classes 
in St. Gaspar in St. Gaspar 
Complex

Belove: 
Elevation and
Section of 
the design
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The Mtogani-Kunduchi Earthbags Classes 
hope to become a model example of sustai-
nable design in the region. Through our re-
serch, studies and collaboration with the 
community we aim to create a prototype 
home that offers a means of cratin affordable              
sustainable design.
We will use the project to encourage the 
thoughtful growth and sustainable deve-
lopment in the area. As a built example of 
ideas, the Earthbags Classes will become an 
educational tool to show possibilities for 
other classes.

With this in mind the project will rely hea-
vily on sustainability, ecology and envi-
ronmental deign principles.
The project will use the educational re-
sources developed in Kesirwa project along 
with the local community input, to develop 
culturally appropriate and relevant buiod-
ding ideas.
The Mtongani-Kunduchi earthbag classes 
will make use of the natural environment in

Tanzania to perform as a sustainable,
living building integrated within its
surroundings. The climate, vegetation, 
solar orientation and local conditions will 
all inform the building design.

Together we will investigate the potential
intintegration of design components such
as green roof water calchment systems,
composting toilets, small agricolture and
other ideas within the Earthbags classes.

The classes will incorporate passive cooling
technique to relieve the users from the  
heat.
NNatural daylighting will minimize the need 
for electric lights and improve the interior 
enviornment. The design will also incorpo-
rate primary natural materials such as 
earth and wood which are breathable and 
non-toxic. Through grey water recycling 
composting

Left Above: 
The vernacular 
architecture
of the Masai
people

The sustainable design principles 
of Mtogani-Kunduchi Earthbags Classes 
will integrate the building to its 
environment and local culture.

SUSTAINABLE 
DESIGN

Left Below: 
School by Kare 
Architecture 
with natural 
materials, 
daylighting 
and and ventialtion



toilets and roof carchment the home can 
reduce water consumption to nearly zero.
In an area where public services are 
unreliable the availability of fresh drinking 
water is crucial.

A study of historical earth buildings in 
Africa presents building that are inherently
sustainsustainably designed using natural materials
and passive energy techniques. These
principles are applicable not only to traditio-
nal architecture but as guiding ideas for 
future building.

The project will also look at cultural 
sustainability by designing  the project 
within the means and ability of the local 
peolple who will be the end users. An open 
invitation to the public to join in the 
construction of the the project will become 
a cross cultural educational opportunity for 
everyone involved. 
WWe will look for unique ways to connect the 
project to its site environmentally as well a 
potentially through engaging the local 
children, artisans and community members.
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Right: Interaction of 
interior and exterior 
spaces with natural
materials

Below: Actual container
situatio, and a part fo 
the stthe structural
problem that it present

Above: Interaction of 
interior and exterior 
spaces with natural
materials

Right: The container 
and the structarlas 
problems



The Tanzania Earthbags Project
offeoffers the possibility for the students 
of every side of the world to take 
place with them contribution. This 
could be an educational experience 
through an immersive, collaborative 
design build project.
The project challenge local people and 
students to intestudents to interact creatively and 
physically for cross fertilization of 
ideas and skills.
When you join the project we will 
work 
ttoghether with the local community 
and craftmen to discover new ideas 
and undestand the logic and ingenuitly 
in the local vernacular architecture. 

We will then seek ways to incorporate 
our studies into our own design proces-
ses. The collaboration with local buil-
ders and artisans will allow us to deve-
lop a prototype earth home housing 
unit that can be replicated in the region 
as a model of sustainable design.
Otherwise we help the local 
community.
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Above: Project development in Kasirwa Tarake
Region, Arch. Gabriele Rossi with young guys of the 
village in a great  fusion.

Right: 
Local craftsmen
collaborates with
guys of the 
Tarakea Village.

Explore building traditions in rural
Tanzania, work among the local
people of Mtogani-Kunduchi district,
and gain new skills through hands on 
learning.

HANDS ON 
LEARNING



During the day we will go on site visits,
develop the project design, experiment with
construction techniques and build prototype 
to better understand the materials and 
behavior. We will follow all the steps of 
building with our experience and 
commitmnt.commitmnt.
Then, we will start the construction of the 
project and learn the construction process 
from foundation to roof.

Most evenings will be used reviewing
previous workshop progress, from 
ffoundation to roof; this will happend with in-
formal discussions and presentations  
between leaders and eventually the interna-
tional participants. 

Design site-specific issuese and construction 
strategy are all debated in an effort to create 
useful tructures that are enviornmentally 
sustainable and meet local needs.
By alternating work and dialogue, the
participants will experience how a design
problem, budget and site specific dynamics
such as msuch as materials, indigenous technologies
and community can provoke reourceful
thinking and hybridization.
The project will come to closure with a 
Community Day, a public celebratin of the 
completed project  by way of open house
eexhibition of the built unit and associated 
works, public performances and foods.
At end every one, locals and our team, leave 
with real skills and experience that 
employers and clients value and that can 
refresh you own design thinking. 
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In the first portion of the projet we will work on finalizing the design and learning 
from community interaction. In the subsequent parts of the project we will construct
the project from the foundation to the roof, improving initial design ideas throughout.

Left: 
Preliminary 
project
schedule

Above: Our local assistant Simone Mancino 
Fund Raising e Projects Manager Mission Development
Foundation, with a teacher in St. Gaspar School
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2. Materials and resources

GGather information on material availability 
and local resources and skilled builders. 
Perform materials tests and protitype for 
earthbags. In Dar Es Salam Reds Architec-
ture Studio, is supported by Simone Man-
cino and Silvia Rendina. The team can 
thus be correctly placed side by side and 
reconnected the workers teams with whom 
it was granted in 2017.

4 Construction

Build the Mtogani-Kunduchi Earthbas 
classes with the project team, local 
workers and craftsmen.

Key project points include:

1. Local Understanding

Durign the visit in 2017, Arch.  GDurign the visit in 2017, Arch.  Gabriele 
Rossi tghether with Simone Mancino, the  
local referent for Mission Develop Funda-
tion, visited the community to understand 
their ideas and needs. Them visited the 
sorrounding areas to view local vernacu-
lar constructio

3. Design and Refine

Review the esisting area and make 
refinements and designExperiments, prototyping, landscape,

interior finish, door and window
construction, forniture building, plumbing,
etc... are ongoing throughout the entire
shedule. Schedule is not final and will
develop over the course of the project.

If you want, you can join us at any 
time and for any duration during 
the course of the building process!

PROJECT
SCHEDULE



The Tanzania  Earthbags Building Classes 
is an actiis an active construction project. The suc-
cessful completion of the building requires 
the proper founding and budgeting measu-
res to purchase supplies and materials and 
hire the skilled community builders throu-
ghout the project.

Most of these fees will be collected throu-
gh the people that belive in Reds Architec-
ture Studio, and in all people that want give 
to the children the opportunity of knoled-
ge. A big contribute will be recived by 
LineUp Piscine, an italian society, main 
sponsor of the Mtogani Earthbags Classes 
(viit www.lineupiscine.com).
Every additional contribution the project 
has tjee potential to incrase its final impact.

The Tanzania  Earthbags Building Classes 
Architecture project is funded through 
participation by the donations of every
peolple that want contribute to the futures 
projectation of Reds Architecture Studio 
in Africa and give to the Children of
MtMtogani Kunduchi in St. Gaspar Curch 
Complex an opportunity to learn and 
incraise them condition with a safety, 
efficient structure.

The donThe donation fee is used for the purcha-
sing of materials and supplies to complete 
the construction of the home and a small 
percentage to cover the Project Leaders.
This fee is collected regardless of lenght 
of stay. Earth, wood, ement and other con-
struction matrials like Bags, are purchar-
sed using this fee.

The team will be guest by Simone 
Mancino in a Feed the children structure 
without costs. 
The food will be offered by LineUp Piscine 
www.lineupiscine.com an Italian 
maintence Pools Society.

The project costs are as follows:

Foundation:
Cement, earth, excavation, workers, gravel, stones 
and plinths

ElElevation: wood for pillars and beams, earthbags, 
steel, workers, earth plaster and steel net for clim-
bing vegetation

Roof: soil, gravel, cement, wood, steel, workers

Food: 
By LineupPiscine 
www.lineupiscine.com

Travel: 
Reds Architeture Studio leaders (3 people)

Accomodation:
Offered By Simone Mancino a feed the children 
member

Volounteers:

Participation: 400 $
HomestHomestay: 30 $/week
food: 60 $week

For Tanzania National Participant:
Homestay 30 $/week
food 60 $ week

PParticipant is responsible for their travel expenses, 
vaccinations and any other personal miscellaneous 
costst.
Please contact us for more informations
redsarchitecture@gmail.com

FUNDRAISING

We are no profit and you?

PROJECT COSTS
Let’s work together to make the 
Earthbags Classes a dream that 
become a real hope for the present 
and the future

A breakdown of costs for
project materials, workers, 
partecipant’s accomodation

Using social foundraising we will be crea-
ting on indiegogo compagn to help raise 
money for the project. These additional 
funds will allow us to purchase and install 
water catchment systems, eco latrine sy-
stems and potentially include small solar 
lighting integration.
We also want the workshop to be accessible 
and affordable and we encourage all intere-
sted applicants to attend. We understand 
that the project fees may make attending 
some difficulties.  Additional money that is 
raised through fundraising will be used to 
help reduce the project participation fees.

Please help us to promote our upcoming in-
diegogo compaign with your interested 
contacts and ensure the successful comple-
tion of the project.
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Design and Coordination

Gabriele Rossi in an  Italian 
architect holding a five-year 
Architectural degree from 
La Sapienza  University in 
RRome. Him actually is purchasing manager 
department  an important Italian General 
Contractor in Italy, the Italian Constructors 
and Electric www.itce.it .
Him is active in 2 different activities the first 
one is the Reds Architecture Studio, a no 
profit one, direct to Help every one needs 
architecture facilitarchitecture facility. For him architecture is 
love to share with who needs.
The second one is LineUp piscine, a pool 
maintenance society www.lineupiscine.com .
GGabriele has participated in project and rese-
arch in cooperation wit international NGOs 
in the Global South ( Tanzania, Kenya, Indo-
nesia) having the opportunity to personally 
experience the dramatic 
urgency for new urban models able to tran-
slate the society’s need for equal access to ser-
vies, education and resources into appropriate 
spatial solutions.
“I Srong believe that Architeture has an 
essential role in ensuring the right of all 
huan beings to live at reasonable standars and 
salving the most urgent social challenges of 
our century. I look forward that my destiny 
will be for Africa and poor people in this way 
in every parts of the word. I’m working hard 
gor it”.

Site Organization Logistic Manager

Simone Mancino in the Italian coordinator
in Dar Es Salam. He is 44 Yaers Old and Live 
in Africa by 2014.
ActualActually Simone is project manager for Mis-
sion Development Foundation and is strongly 
motivated to help and support every situation  
that needs new design organization to impro-
ve ealthy and hygienic conditions.

Graphic and rendering corrdinator

Federica Casadidio holds a Five-year Archi-
tectural degree froma La Sapienza University 
in Rome.
Actually is architect designer and specialized 
in renderings  return.
Her contribute in graphic realization of the 
project of Kunuchi was really impressive, and 
we hope the see her in Africa for realize and 
contribute to the opera.

Progect and Design Manager

Edaordo Dolci from Rome is the “enfant 
prodige” of reds architecture studio, He is 
next to graduation in Architecture and is spe-
cialized in construction tecgniques. He love 
help people and children who needs.
He support during planing and development
all the project grow. Edoardo will be in Africa 
during the realization togheter with Gabriele 
and Simone

ABOUT THE 
WORKSHOP LEADER and Partneships

ABOUT 
REDS ARCH. STUDIO

Reds Architecture Studio

Reds Architecture Studio in a design studio 
investigating contemporany vernacular bu-
ilding ideas. RA.Studio’s work focuses on 
ecological building, community led initives 
and  contemporary design solutions.

He realized  he has taken part in numerous 
architectural competitions and collaborates 
in the design with Tha Italian constructors 
where he is a direct manager.

EaEarthbags classes project will be the first 
indipendent realization of RA.Studio, after 
the collaboration with NKA in Tanzania 
Tarakea’s Project.
GGabriele Rossi is focues to help poor peolple 
and human capital development through 
the constructions of schools, toilets, culta-
ral centars, library and all African and 
world peolple needs to have a possibility, 
the some possibility that occidental childran 
have. We based in Italy, 

“ African children have a great potential, 
they are free, simple, without the desires 
of modern consumerism and are used to 
value what they have”.
WWe want to root these values with our 
work, even further and to improve the 
growth of their potential give them “a 
possibility”. cit G.R.
 



RA.studio:
Arch. Gabriele Rossi, RAs Director
redsarchitecture@gmail.com

Project Leaders:
Edoardo
Gabriele 

FFacebbok Event:

Foundraising:

Web site: www.redsarchiteture.com
Site place
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For Project Donations and Application contact us
an visit www.redsarchitecture.com
redsarchitecture@gmail.com

Powered by REDS  architecture studio


